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2.1 **Purpose.** This chapter provides supplementary instructions for implementing those portions of the Council of Environmental Quality (CEQ) Regulations and the Department’s NEPA Regulations pertaining to decision making.

2.2 **Pre-Decision Referrals to CEQ** (40 CFR 1504.3).

   A.  Upon receipt of advice that another Federal agency intends to refer a Departmental matter to CEQ, the lead bureau will immediately meet with that Federal agency to attempt to resolve the issues raised and expeditiously notify its Program Assistant Secretary, the Solicitor, and the Office of Environmental Policy and Compliance (OEPC).

   B.  Upon any referral of a Departmental matter to CEQ by another Federal agency, the OEPC will be responsible for coordinating the Department's role with CEQ. The lead bureau will be responsible for developing and presenting the Department’s position at CEQ including preparation of briefing papers and visual aids.

2.3 **Decision Making Procedures** (40 CFR 1505.1).

   A.  Procedures for decisions by the Secretary/Deputy Secretary are specified in 301 DM 1. Program Assistant Secretaries should follow a similar process when an environmental document accompanies a proposal for their decision.

   B.  Bureaus will incorporate in their decision making procedures and NEPA handbooks provisions for consideration of environmental factors and relevant environmental documents. The major decision points for principal programs likely to have significant environmental effects will be identified in the bureau chapters on “Managing the NEPA Process” beginning with chapter 8 of this Part.

   C.  Relevant environmental documents, including supplements, will be included as part of the record in formal rulemaking or adjudicatory proceedings.
D. Relevant environmental documents, comments, and responses will accompany proposals through existing review processes so that Departmental officials use them in making decisions.

E. The Responsible Official (RO) will consider the environmental impacts of the alternatives described in any relevant environmental document and the range of these alternatives must encompass the alternatives considered by the RO.

F. To the extent practicable, the RO will consider other substantive and legal obligations beyond the immediate context of the proposed action.

2.4 **Record of Decision** (40 CFR 1505.2).

A. Any decision documents prepared pursuant to 301 DM 1 for proposals involving an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) shall incorporate all appropriate provisions of Section 1505.2(b) and (c).

B. If a decision document incorporating these provisions is made available to the public following a decision, it will serve the purpose of a record of decision.

2.5 **Implementing the Decision** (40 CFR 1505.3). The terms “monitoring” and “conditions” will be interpreted as being related to factors affecting the quality of the natural and human environment.

2.6 **Limitations on Actions** (40 CFR 1506.1). A bureau will immediately notify its Program Assistant Secretary, the Solicitor, and the OEPC of any situations described in Section 1506.1(b).

2.7 **Timing of Actions** (40 CFR 1506.10). For those EISs requiring the approval of the AS/PMB pursuant to 516 DM 3.3, the responsible official will consult with the OEPC before making any request for reducing the time period before a decision or action.

2.8 **Emergencies** (40 CFR 1506.11). In the event of an emergency situation, a bureau will follow the requirements of 43 CFR 46.150.